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More women becoming primary financial providers
Women are increasingly becoming
the primary breadwinners in their
homes.
In 2018, Prudential surveyed more
than 3,000 Americans between the
ages of 25 and 70 for its Financial
Wellness Census.
The survey indicated that 54
percent of women are the primary
breadwinners in their family, while
30 percent are married breadwinners
who are producing more than half of
their household income.
This marks an increase from
2015, when the Center for American
Progress found 42 percent of women
were sole or primary breadwinners
— bringing in at least half of their
families’ earnings. This represents
a long-running trend that indicates
women’s earnings and economic
contributions to their families are of
growing importance.
Studies show how much more likely
it is for today’s mothers and working
females to provide essential ﬁ nancial
support to their families compared
to earlier generations. It can be
empowering to be a sole or primary
earner. However, this role also may

Women are increasingly becoming the primary breadwinners in their
homes.
place extra pressure on women who
also want to be ideal mothers. While
gender roles have become much more
egalitarian, the traditional household dynamic, in which women take
on more responsibilities around the
house, remains predominant in many

families. That can contribute to stress
for women who work.
A 2015 University of Chicago study
found that opposite-sex couples in
which women were the top earners
reported greater relationship strife
and were more likely not to endure

as couples. The study also found that
some women who earned more did a
greater amount of housework in orderr
to make their husbands feel better
about the situation.
There are several ways to address
m
and cope with feelings that arise from
an increase in female breadwinners.
Stay open-minded. Couples need
not fall into dated ways of thinking
regarding gender roles. If they adjust
their roles accordingly and continue
to adapt, things can work out just
ﬁ ne.
Divide tasks evenly. Evenly divvy
up tasks around the house so that neither partner feels as if they are doing
more than the other.
Share ﬁnancial goals. Even if one
person is bringing in more money, the
overall household should be the main
priority. That means that all adults
have an equal say in ﬁ nancial goals,
regardless of who earns the most
money.
Many women are now the primary
breadwinners in their households.
That has, in many cases, led to shifting gender roles and couples and families may have to adjust accordingly.

How to approach returning to work after maternity leave
Working mothers are no longer
an anomaly. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, seven in
10 women with children under the
age of 18 years were in the American
labor force in 2015, the most recent
year for which statistics were available.
Though it might be considered the
new normal for mothers with young
children to work, that does not make
it any easier for mothers to manage
a career and being a mom. That’s
especially true for ﬁ rst-time mothers returning to work at the end of
maternity leave.
Returning to work after maternity
leave can produce mixed emotions.
Mothers who have thriving careers
may be excited to get back to work
while simultaneously feeling sadness or even guilt at the prospect of
leaving their infants at home with

a spouse or nanny or at a daycare
facility. Such mixed emotions are
normal, and women should discuss
their feelings with their spouses and
loved ones if they are experiencing
difficulty processing them.
How smoothly women transition
to work after maternity leave may
depend on how well they plan ahead.
The following are some ways women
can make returning to work after
giving birth go smoothly.
Negotiate your return to work. The
length of maternity leave depends on
a host of factors, including company
policy. Paid maternity leave is not
a requirement in the United States,
while the Canadian government
sponsors an insurance plan that
allows both parents to earn some
income while on leave. In advance of
giving birth, women can attempt to
negotiate their post-maternity leave

return to work. If you had initially
intended to take three months’ leave,
speak with your boss about returning part-time after two months or
request to work remotely one or two
days per week upon your return.
This gives you a chance to ease back
into work and your child a chance to
adjust to spending time with others.
Many companies may be ﬂexible
with their maternity leave policies,
but women will only know if they
ask.
Devise a daily schedule before
returning to work. Mothers who
plan to continue breastfeeding even
after they return to work will have
to carve out time each day to pump.
Pumping can be time-consuming,
and working mothers should speak
with their bosses to explain their
desire to pump during the workday.
Employers cannot tell women they

can’t pump during the workday, but
many women unfairly feel pressured
to spend as little time as possible
pumping. Laying out a daily schedule
that includes when you plan to pump
during work hours and sharing it
with your boss before you return to
work may help reduce that pressure
and, therefore, making the transition
back to work easier.
Lighten your load. Balancing work
and family is a tall order for anyone,
but especially for mothers who just
gave birth. Delegate more at the
office upon returning to work, and
take that spirit of sharing home, too.
Make sure cooking and cleaning duties are shared, and don’t hesitate to
order takeout more frequently until
you adjust to being a working parent.
Planning ahead can help women
successfully navigate their return to
work after maternity leave.
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Learn how to be more assertive

Women can employ various strategies to build strong networks and
maintain those networks once connections are established.

Ways women can build
professional networks
Established professionals often tout
the importance of building strong
networks. In fact, a 2017 global survey
from LinkedIn found that nearly 80
percent of professionals consider professional networking to be important
to their career success.
Professionals may see networking
as a great way to land their next job,
but establishing strong networks can
pay dividends even for those people
who have no immediate plans to
leave their current companies. Small
Business BC, a resource that caters
to entrepreneurs in British Columbia,
notes that successful networking can
lead to referrals and new partnerships and raise the proﬁ les of professionals and the companies they work
for. The LinkedIn survey supports
that notion, noting that one-quarter of
professionals across the globe have established new business partnerships
through LinkedIn Messaging. Of
course, networking often helps people
ﬁnd new jobs as well, as the LinkedIn
survey also found that 70 percent of
people hired in 2016 found work at
companies where they had existing
connections.
Women can employ various strategies to build strong networks and
maintain those networks once connections are established.

1. Join professional organizations.
Professional organizations provide
great networking opportunities, serving as avenues to begin new business
relationships. Many such organizations host annual conferences, and
attending these conferences can help
women maintain the relationships
they develop through their participation in these groups. That’s an important beneﬁt, as the LinkedIn survey
found that 38 percent of professionals
admitted they ﬁnd it hard to stay in
touch with their network.
2. Offer help as much as you seek it.
The LinkedIn survey found that
only 48 percent of professionals keep
in touch with their networks when
things are going well in their career.
By reaching out to a network when
things are going well, women are
showing a willingness to offer help
as much as seek it. That can lead to
stronger, more easily maintained
networks.
3. Schedule networking each week.
Build networking into your weekly
schedule. Even the busiest professionals can ﬁnd time each week to email
someone in their network to see how
things are going or share updates
on previous collaborations. That’s a
quick and easy way to maintain connections.

Gender equality in the professional arena has come a long way in the
21st century. But while great strides
have been made over the last two
decades, women still face challenges
unique to females as they look to
establish themselves professionally
and advance their careers.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, women still earn roughly 80
percent of what men are paid in the
same positions. Professional women
often must walk the thin line between
being too nice or too aggressive, a
pressure not often faced by men. Assertiveness is an art for both genders,
and women can take steps to be more
assertive without giving the impression they’re ruffling feathers.
Be conﬁdent in your speech. It is
easy to fall into weaker language
habits when advocating for an idea.
If unsure about the reaction to a
proposal, you might say, ‘I think
this is a good idea’ or ‘I believe this
will impart change.’ More assertive
language is to simply stand behind

the point: ‘This is a good idea.’ Conﬁdence can go a long way.
Allow people to disagree. It is acceptable for others to disagree with
you. This can lead to discussion and
an opportunity to present evidence
why something should be done in a
certain way. It also enables you to
point out the strong points in their
argument. Listening to all ideas can
sway people in your favor, even if
they don’t necessarily agree with all
you believe in.
Be proactive and future-oriented.
This is especially pertinent when
asking for raises or promotions.
Explain to a boss how you respect
yourself and that your work merits
the right compensation. Point out
clearly deﬁned future goals and
successes you’ve had that warrant
consideration for higher pay.
Don’t fear conﬂ ict. Conﬂ ict doesn’t
have to be confrontational, especially when respectable language is
used and everyone is allowed to voice
their opinions.

What is
your
extended
care plan?
Let’s prepare.
If it could
happen to me,
It could happen
to you!

Insure.
Prepare.
Retire.

Andrea V. Burckhard,
LUTCF®, CAP®, CLTC®,
Agent, New York Life

www.AndreaBurckhard.com
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From left, Dr. Kendall A. Morrison’s practice at Cumberland Dermatology
is supported by physician assistants Brooke Huff and Jessica Rotolo.
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Kindness the focus at Cumberland Dermatology
Dr. Kendall A. Morrison and her
staff have been taking care of the
Upper Cumberland’s skin for 16
years. At Cumberland Dermatology,
kindness is the goal, and it’s not just
skin deep.
Morrison has worked her way
through the medical profession.
She started as a Certified Nursing
Assistant, then spent seven years as
a Licensed Practical Nurse. She became a doctor and spent four years
in internal medicine. She’s spent the
last 24 years in dermatology. Sixteen years ago, Morrison moved to
Crossville to begin the practice.
The practice’s focus has always

been kindness.
“We have a crew that is unified
in giving excellent, compassionate
care to our patients,” Morrison said.
“It’s terrific to spend your work
days with people who share this
noble goal.”
A total of 15 women work at Cumberland Dermatology, including
office staff.
They include Morrison, Physicians Assistant Brooke Huff and
Physicians Assistant Jessica Rotolo.
Four men are also on staff.
Huff has been in dermatology for
three years.
“My favorite part of the job is

taking care of patients,” she said.
“Every patient is unique and deserves specialized care.”
Rotolo has been in dermatology
for just over two years.
“My favorite part about my job is
empathizing with my patients and
developing a strategic plan to assist
them with their dermatological
needs,” she said.
Morrison is board certified by the
American Board of Dermatology
and is a Fellow with the American
Academy of Dermatology, American
Society for Mohs Surgery and the
American Society for Dermatologic
Surgery.

Huff studied at the University of
Tennessee and South College.
Rotolo studied at State University
of New York at Geneseo and Wake
Forest University.
Morrison said it’s important to be
around positive people who share
your vision.
“Our vision is to treat people the
way we would want our families to
be treated,” she said.
Morrison’s vision stems from her
kindness initiative.
“I think to be successful, it’s important to give back,” she said. “You
will bring more to your career if
your own heart is happy.”
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Thanks for Everything You Do!
We salute all of the dedicated women that work at the Herald-Citizen to help us deliver the latest
news and advertising to our thousands of readers throughout the Upper Cumberland.
We couldn’t do it without you, and you are much appreciated!

L to R: Pat Long, Ronda Dodson, Stephanie Garrett, Anita Ledbetter, Sandy Malin, Kelsey
McCarter. Not pictured: Becky Watkins.

L to R:
Irene Mason,
Fran Woods,
Carrie Calvert,
Marlene Brown,
Nicole Clark,
Jennifer Capps.

L to R: Paige Stanage, Lindsay Pride.
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Hudson found balance in ophthalmology
Dr. Alissa Hudson is the only fulltime ophthalmologist in Cookeville
and the only woman ophthalmologist in the Upper Cumberland area.
Her practice, Middle TN Eye, offers
eye care from the basic to the very
advanced, including glasses, contacts,
LASIK, surgical vision correction,
cataract surgery, and cosmetic procedures including eyelid surgeries,
ﬁ llers, and Botox. She is also joined in
practice with a retinal specialist Dr.
Patel from Vanderbilt and Dr. Mitchell Brown from Rockwood.
Dr. Hudson always knew she had a
desire to go into medicine. Her father
was a plastic surgeon in Chattanooga
and he instilled a love of medicine in
Dr. Hudson and her two older brothers.
“He had a passion for what he did,”
Dr. Hudson said, explaining her
father did extensive reconstructive
surgery for breast cancer and burn
patients. Both of her older brothers
specialized in plastic surgery and
practice in Miami.
But, Dr. Hudson wanted something
a little different, a little more her
style.
“I grew up with an interest medicine while also looking for a specialty
that had a good balance of life,” Dr.
Hudson said. “Ophthalmology is a
beautiful balance of surgeries and
clinical care while allowing long term
treatment of disease.”
One of the most gratifying parts of
ophthalmology is the restoration of
vision, she said.
Patients’ quality of life is so signiﬁcantly improved “because you’re restoring their sight,” Dr. Hudson said.
Dr. Hudson began with her undergraduate degree at the University of
Alabama with Summa Cum Laude
honors, medical school at the University of Tennessee with AOA honors,
then post-graduate training at the
Vanderbilt Eye Institute, where she
received the Oculo-plastics Resident
Award. She has additional training
in small-incision cataract surgery at
Harvard and oculo-pathology at Emory University.
After training, Dr. Hudson joined
the practice at Middle TN Eye,
eventually buying the practice and

Dr. Alissa Hudson stands next to her wall of degrees and awards in her practice at Middle TN Eye.
making it ﬂourish. “Everyone is
treated like family” from the patients
to the staff. Having three young kids,
Dr. Hudson understands that being
a working mom can be difficult. By
instituting a staggered workday and
providing ﬂexibility for those situations that can always happen, at least
lessens the stress of day to day work.
A happy work environment puts patients and staff more at ease making

“seeing the doctor” not so scary.
Dr. Hudson’s patients have a myriad
of issues, they have difficult prescriptions, they want LASIK or they have
cataracts that need surgery to those
that have an eye illness like diabetic
retinopathy or macular degeneration
that need long care.
“Ophthalmology is an excellent mix
of everything a physician gets to practice: traumas, infections, surgeries,

systemic illness with continuity of
care,” Dr. Hudson said. But, still, the
best thing is the patients she gets to
meet. It’s always about taking care of
the person. And, you can tell she loves
what she does. Being in practice for
13 years here in Cookeville, she has
been able to see families grow, young
children going off to college and know
she has been able to make a beneﬁcial
impact on their lives.
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